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Abstract—Due to introduction of the non-terrestrial network
(NTN) and satellite-air-terrestrial integrated network (SATIN),
many applications using satellites are being expected and this
will result in a severe security issue. In this paper, we propose
a satellite communication security method that jointly considers
signal transmission and security computation power based on the
orthogonal multiple access (OMA). Before transmission, satellite
estimates a security threat based on the number of eavesdroppers
(Eves) in the large satellite beam coverage as wide as 50 km for
LEO satellites at the L-band. With the security threat, the satellite
splits onboard power for signals and security, and controls a beam
size. Through the sum capacity optimization problem, we derive
the optimal onboard power allocation and security algorithm
selection with respect to security threats and channel conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the global Internet service projects, such as Starlink
and OneWeb, have been launched recently, the need of satel-
lite communications is increasing drastically. Also, the non-
terrestrial network (NTN) and satellite-air-terrestrial integrated
network (SATIN) have been studied for 6G development. Due
to the data traffic explosion by NTN and SATIN, security can
be one of the important problems [1].

For the satellite network security, encryption techniques and
physical layer security (PLS) have been studied, respectively.
For the encryption technique, the fault-tolerant encryption
method is proposed for the satellite space missions. Based on
the self-recovery property, the cipher feedback (CFB) mode
was combined with advanced encryption standard (AES) to
relax the fault propagation by the space radiation effect [2]. For
PLS, a joint design of transmission power minimization and
secure beamforming weight was proposed [3]. The complete
zero-forcing beamforming eliminates co-channel interference
and nulls eavesdropping signals. However, the encryption
technique requires additional cost of time and power, which
incurs performance reduction of the power-limited satellite
system. Power for security computations can be as huge
as power for signal transmissions. In addition, the most of
PLS literatures discuss a framework on the scenario with
transmitter, receiver, and a single eavesdropper (Eve), but the
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satellite beam coverage is very wide and multiple Eves can
hide.

In this paper, we propose a satellite communication security
considering transmission and computation power jointly. Be-
fore signal transmissions, a security threat is estimated with
respect to the number of Eves in the satellite beam. Based
on the security threat, a security algorithm pair of encryption
and message authentication code (MAC) is determined, an
onboard power is split into three parts of non-encryption
signals, encryption signals and security calculation, and then
the beam size is also controlled. With this modeling, we design
a joint optimization problem of onboard power allocation and
security algorithm selection. For simultaneous transmission of
two signals, we use a scheme of orthogonal multiple access
(OMA) and equal frequency-sharing. We derive the optimal
policy of onboard power according to the security threat and
signal attenuation due to the rain effects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II shows the system model and derivation of the security
threat based on the number of Eves. The optimal onboard
power allocation and security algorithm selection are derived
in section III. The conclusion is given in section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The satellite network system can be exposed to multiple
eavesdropping attacks by Eves. The satellite transmits two
signals of non-encryption (NENC) and encryption (ENC) for
user i. In the beam for user i, multiple Eves ei,k ∈ Ki can
hide.

Before signal transmission, satellite estimates a security
threat based on the number of Eves. In this paper, we con-
sider the non-colluding eavesdropping attack where Eves do
not cooperate. Therefore, the satellite takes into account the
maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value among all of Eves.
The security threat is derived by [4]

Si = P
[
max
k∈Ki

γi,k ≥ γt

]
, (1)

where γi,k =
nH2

i,kP̄

ω2WN0
is the SNR of Eve. Hi,k = αihi,k is the

small-scale channel gain of rain attenuation α2
i and Nakagami-

m multi-path fading hi,k. P̄ is uniform power, and ω = λL
D is

the satellite beamwidth with wavelength λ, satellite altitude L,
and antenna size D, γt is a threshold for decoding the satellite
signal.
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Based on the security threat, the satellite splits onboard
power into three parts of NENC and ENC signals, and security
calculation, given as

Pi = Pne
i + P e

i + P c
i

= {1− (ϕ+ 1)Si}Pi + SiPi + ϕSiPi, Si <
1

ϕ+ 1
, (2)

where 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1 is a power-splitting coefficient. Transmit
power is inversely proportional to the squared beamwidth,
which leads to the beamforming strategy as follows:

ωi,ne =
λL

D

1− (ϕ+ 1)Si

, ωi,e =
λL

D
√
Si

. (3)

With this power splitting strategy, channel capacities of NENC
and ENC signals based on the OMA are derived as

Cne
i =

W

2n
log2


1 +

2nH2
i P

ne
i

ω2
i,neWN0


, (4)

Ce
i =

W

2n
log2


1 +

2nH2
i P

e
i

ω2
i,eWN0


. (5)

In the OMA system, the frequency band is uniformly allocated
for each signal, and W is divided by 2n.

Given the security threat, the sum capacity maximization
problem jointly optimizing onboard power allocation and
security algorithm selection can be formulated as

max
n

i=1

Csum
i (6a)

s.t.
n

i=1

Pi ≤ Ptotal (6b)

SAi =




no security, Si = 0

(AES128, SHA256), 0 ≤ Si ≤ 1
ϕ+2

(AES192, SHA384),
1

ϕ+2 ≤ Si ≤ 1
ϕ+1

(AES256, SHA512),
1

ϕ+1 ≤ Si ≤ 1

, (6c)

where Csum
i = Cne

i +Ce
i . Condition (6b) is the total satellite

onboard power constraint. The security algorithm pair of
encryption and MAC is considered in condition (6c). We use
the advanced encryption standard (AES) as encryption and the
secure hash algorithm (SHA) for MAC. The subscript of the
security algorithm pair means security algorithm strength.

III. OPTIMAL ONBOARD POWER ALLOCATION AND
SECURITY ALGORITHM SELECTION

We now solve the optimization problem (6). (6a) is a
concave function with respect to the onboard power, which
leads to the convex optimization problem [5]. The optimal
onboard power is derived as

Pi =
W

2n


1

Λln 2
−ω2N0∆i

2H2
i Ψi

+


1

Λln 2
−ω2N0∆i

2H2
i Ψi

2

−ω2N0

h2
iΨi


ω2N0−

H2
i ∆i

Λln 2


, (7)

Fig. 1. Performances of sum and NENC capacities with ϕ = 0.3 with respect
to the security threat and rain attenuation.

where ∆i = (ϕ2 + 2ϕ + 2)S2
i − 2(ϕ + 1)Si + 1, and

Ψi = S2
i


1− (ϕ+ 1)Si

2
; and Λ is a Lagrangian multiplier

for the total satellite onboard power.
Fig. 1 shows the capacities of two signals. The difference

between capacities of the sum and NENC implies ENC
capacity. As the rain attenuation is severe, the capacities
decreases and when the security threat increases, ENC capacity
enhances, which means the rain attenuation and security threat
play a similar role of controlling the power allocation profile.
The highest sum capacity is achieved at the same power point
of two signals Si =

1
ϕ+2 due to the rate-splitting effect.

Given security threat, the security algorithm pair is deter-
mined and P c

i is used for security computation. The higher
security threat is, the more security computation power is
allocated and the stronger security algorithm is selected.

IV. CONCLUSION

Security will be one of the important issue due to the
data traffic explosion from NTN and SATIN. However, the
solutions of cryptographic and physical layer securities for
satellite network have been studied, independently. In this
paper, we presented the joint satellite communication security
methods of power allocation and security algorithm selection.
With security threat, we derived the onboard power allocation
profile and security algorithm selection.
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